acyclicity

Addition/Subtraction [Vol85].  

algebra [Hou87, Ida83, VB86, Sza88].  

Algorithm [AD86, AB87b, Bar81, BH87, DP83, DFv83, DD81, FM87, GS87, Han86, HS86, IS86, JM86, KN86, KC87, Las86, LR86, MF84, Mak86a, Mar86b, MA80, MNS84, NP85, Ryt86a, Sat86, Sch82b, Shu87, SV86, Tak86, van80a, AK89, Ak84, AGS89, Akm87, And79, And80b, Ans87, Ap87, AC88, ARG86, AG88b, APT79, APT82, Ata83, AC89, AS88, Awe85, BES81, BH89, BDD+82, Bin82, BP87, Bir85, Blu86, BM89a, BM89b, Bu80, CL80, Car86, CDS89, CSS8a, Cha83b, CCL89a, CK89, CLW80b, Cid88, Cla83, Coh83, CY85, Col88, CL88b, Cro81, CR89, DM89, D88, Der80, Dub88, Dye80, DF84, EM84, Ebe81, EMM89, EY86, Flo91, FZ82, Gab81, GT88, GM88, Gol89, Gol80, Goe89, Gra72, GZW85, HS88a, HZ87, HS89, HL87a].

algorithm [HRY87, Hua81, IL86, IISH88, IT89, Iwa89, Jaz80, KK89a, KNT87, KST82, Klu84, KS87b, LMT87, Lev82, LP83, Lip84, LD80, Lio89, Loi80, LP82, Mak81, MU84, MM85, MG89, MR84, Meh88, Méth83, Min88, Mis89, Mit88, OIM84, Ola89, OT89, Ov80, ÖA88, Pap85, PR86, PS80, PS81a, Pet80b, RGG89, Ram89b, RM85, RR89a, Ray89a, Ray87, Roh83, Rub87, SSA89, SS89, SM92, SS84a, SV89, Sha88a, Sha82a, Sha89, SIM89, SH89, Shi89, Sho89a, SY88, Sla82, Sle80, SPL+89, Sri87, Ste89, Sys82, Sz86, TTV86, Tar82b, Tar83a, TV87, TM89, TL83, TV81, Tsa81, Urb80, VT90, Ver87, Ver88b, Ver89b, WW89a, WT87, Wat81, WS82, Whi81, WW85, Wil84, WS80b, Yap83, ZG89, Zem84, Zer89, Zhe83, ZC87].

Always [Pet91, Sni86, Dill87b, Kan83, VT90].

Always-true [Pet91, VT90].  

Ambiguous [Tar82a, AFG87]. among [Fei89].

amortized [GST89].  

Analyse [GPB82, GPB83].  

Analysis [AR80a, Ili85, MA80, Mis88, Ram89a, Tam83, Yao80, Bab87b, Blu86, CDS89, FV89a, Fre80, Gun89, Jaz80, Ram89b, RG89a, SS84a, Sz86, Sz88, Tar82c, Tar86].

analytical [Bar84].  

AND/OR [PPK88].  

Andrei [Kot89].  

Ans [Fre83b].  

angle [Har89].  

angular [RD87].  

annealing [FS88a].  

Anomalies [LS86a, Vos88].  

APL [EPS82, TB84].  

Appear [Kat84].
Application
[Hug86, Ryt86a, AN86, Del83, Hou87, LLH89, Mai82, RH87, VB86, Vos88, Wat80].

Applications
[BM81, Mil83, Sup85, Cul87, Szp88].

Applicative
[Bro83, Mei85, Mye83].

approach
[Ans87, BSM + 88, BG89, BCC83, CM88, Mio84, RR88b, Rei87b, SS81, Vog89, WM89, Yoo85].

Approximate
[GS86, Leu84, SSS86, DM89, SS83].

approximated
[Sch81a].

Approximating
[EK89, Les83, PM84, Pob86].

Approximation
[IMM81, MSR85, BH89, Flo91, GP86, Meh88, Mih89, RG89, TV81].

approximations
[Wu89].

April
[Avi80, LMW88].

Arbitrary
[Sha83, DS88, Hua88b, SY88].

arc
[AH87, RR89b, SH89].

Architecture
[LR80, BT87, DK88, GS81, ZM87].

arcs
[Yap83].

Area
[CL86b, DSVT85, Lot84, PV80, Bre80, DJ89, FG89, SR81, SV87, Vr87].

Area-Time
[PV80, CL86b, Lot84, Vr87].

argument
[FH87].

Arithmetic
[Cho82, Ros86, SM83, Jaf81].

Arithmetical
[Sza87].

Armstrong
[TTv86].

arrangements
[Mat88, Wee88].

Array
[CW86, Nak81, Ros86, DK88, Jaf81, NA81, RT85b, Wan80, pW82, Yod84].

Arrays
[CC83, AN86, Deb80, IJ89, LT88b, PW87].

arrivals
[Sha82a].

Articulation
[Lan85].

artificial
[Ram87].

ary
[BY87, Zak82, vr88].

Ascending
[Kal85].

ascent
[Kru88, Rob89a].

Asserting
[GS84b].

Assertional
[Pet91].

Commitment
[An80a, AR80b, BMRS88, CCL89a, CL88b, SSA89].

Associate
[ore82].

assumption
[HLY80].

assured
[FL2].

Asymptotic
[Dob82, MKK89, Blu86, Szp86, Weg82a].

Asynchronicity
[Pan86a].

Asynchronous
[Van81, Bod88a, Maz88, MW87, Ts89].

Atomic
[AG88a, Vid88, Vid89].

attack
[Hel81].

Attribute
[RB82, Alb89, TW89].

attributed
[NS86, SIN87].

attrition
[Sun89].

August
[Dun90].

authentication
[IW81, Kaw87].

authorization
[PP80].

authors
[CIR88].

Automata
[BP85a, Cza80b, Miy84, Mon84, Ry87b, Ry84, SV84, UMS82, Wä85, Bud87, CR87, Fre81, IT80, Kin80, Mos82, NIs, Rob89b, Rys83, Ry81b, Ry82a, Ry83a, Ry89, Sao84, Var89a].

automated
[VD87].

automatic
[AK86, GIN82].

Automating
[Koc87].

Automaton
[LY86, Sto82, Eme87, Sze82].

Auxiliary
[McC89, Mor88a].

Average
[CD minister, GP82, GP83, Lav89, MPY87, Ram89b, Reg81, Ver88a, Ver89a, BY87, Bop89, Buc89, Lin86].

Average-case
[CD minister, Ram89b, Bop89].

AVL
[Che86].

Avoidance
[FM87, Klu84].

avoided
[Kes80].

avoiding
[Gol87].

Axiomatization
[Sza87].

B
[AG88b, Bv82].

back
[Wal83].

backout
[Kre87].

Backtrack
[Wil84, Mit88].

backtracking
[BW80, Bru81, MTK89, Woll89].

backup
[HK81a].

backward
[PP88].

Bad
[W888, Lin86].

Balanced
[KK83, Ric83, Sl181, Tar83b, Sen81].

Balancing
[Sni86, VV87].

Band
[CRL85].

bandwidth
[SM87, WW89b].

Banker
[MF84].

barriers
[Lan89].

Base
[SM80, CM80a, Spy82].

Based
[Bro83, NP85, Tak88, Tra84, AK81, BP83, CK89, Gei84, HS88a, IW81, Le80, Mal87, MTK89, Mat89c, Muk88, NA89, OR89, RP82a, SM92, TM89, YY883].

Bases
[AD83, Siki81, Won89].

basic
[ML85].

Basis
[B185].

Batch
[Wil80a].

Batched
[Man86, LP89a].

batching
[Wil80a].

Be
[Hof83, LY86, App87, BCW80, Sch81a].

before
[Ba83].

Behavior
[Her83, Wei83, WFL83, Dob82, Dwe88, Pan86b, SN89].

Bell
[ML85].

Ben
[Se88].

Ben-Or
[Se88].

Bendix
[Met83, Toy89].

Benign
[Lan88].

Berman
[CIR88].

Best
[Weg82a, RG89b].
best-case [RG89b]. Beta [BH87, McG83].

better [Bod88a, McG83]. Between [Lum85, Pan86a, Tha85, Van81, ABM84, AA87, Ata83, CW84, CH88b, Kem89, LB89, MC80, Mos82, NJ82b, Oli80, Oza83, Ray87, Roh88, Sch81b, Sze87, Yap83]. BFS [GM88]. Bi [Shi83]. Bi-Weighted [Shi83].

Biconnected [CFHP89]. Bidirectional [Sam85, Bod88a]. Bifaithful [LT88a]. Bilinear [Pan86a, Ber82, CL86b, Pan81a]. Bimodal [Ver88b, Ver89b]. Bin [Leu89, FV89a, Fre80, Lia80]. Binary [GT83, Hik83, Kor81, SS85a, Shi83, Sil81, TS81, TC84, YH87, ABM84, Bre80, CYL88, CA86, GES89, GP87b, GH87, Kor82, LS82a, LP89c, Mäk88b, MPY87, Oli80, Pal87, Sch86a, Taz84]. Bini [Tsa81]. Bipartite [GR82, KC87, Ber84b, IM81, LK89].

Bisection [Bui80]. Bisimulation [Dar89].


Boolean [APT79, APT82, AS88, BB88, BP87, BCW80, GGP88, HR88b, MP87, PS80, PS81a, SN88, Sky83, TIE84, VYS84, WEG83].

border [Lie84]. Bound [GK86b, LS86a, San80, Sei88, AK81, Avi80, Ban80, BR89, Bod88a, Bro80a, BP88, CP81, CCL89a, FL82, GST89, Hua88b, Kla87, Lev87, Lia80, LP89c, Man84, ÖD88, SE87, Tie84, Tsi85, Vit85a, van80b]. boundary [AH89].

Boundedness [Ah89].

bounded-depth [BW87].

bounded-reversal [Chr84]. Boundedness [Abi89, Mäk83, YJ83, Cha88, HRY87]. Bounding [LS86a]. Bounds [DSVT85, Har85, Hro85b, JT85, LM85, Llo80b, AR89, BMS80, BS86b, CV89, DJ89, FG89, Llo80a, Mar86a, Mor87a, Mot82, Pan81a, RV87, Ram87, SV87, Tom81, Tur89, Ukk85, Weg82a, vW80a]. Boyce [BS89, KM80]. Boyce-Codd [BS89, KM80].


breadth [ZC87]. breadth-first-search [ZC87]. bridges [TC83]. broadcast [Sz86].

Brujin [Sri88]. Bubble [Dob80, CLW80a, CLW80b]. bucket [Ch88, Ch89, Eas81]. bucketing [OIM84].


C.F.L. [Sen81]. cache [Lop89, Vog89].

Calculation [KR85, NI83, AS86a].

calculator [Jos88]. Calculus [Mas88, Sta89]. can [App87, BCW80, Sch81a, Sze82].

Cancellation [BS86a, BO85]. Cannot [LY86].


Case [JM86, KK85, Wil83a, Apo86, Bop89, CDS89, CS83a, KS87b, Lin86, Ov81a, PG87, Ram89b, Röhl82, RG89b, Sun89, Wi88].

cases [WS88].

category [MC88, MC89a, WS82].

Catenative [ER83a].

Causa [Cza88, Cza89, HS88b].

Cause-effect [Cza88, Cza89, HS88b].

CaCC [LP89a]. cells [SS87]. Cellular [St82, UMS82, KOB87]. Center [HS86].

Centering [CFHP89]. Centers [Car84].

centralized [RBP82a]. centres [Mur83].

Certain [SS84b, APT79, APT82]. certifier [RBP82a].

CFL [Ber86b, Gra87, Mai85].

chain [GS84b, LP82, Shi89].

Chains [Sp85, Vol85, BB87, BR89, Rot89, Yeh85].

HF86, Arb88, Bar80, GT84, Tou84, Vos88].

Characterizations [AMA88, Tag86].

Characterizing [AMA88, Tag86].

cheap [Boo88].

Checking [Gun82, Man84, Wol89].

Checkpointing [Mag83, Dud83, VRL87].

chemical [Ev89].

Chip [DSVT85, SV87].

Chips [Jin84].

Choice [KK85, Sil81, PG87, Zem84].

choosing [WM89].

Chordal [Ede87, HL88, YG87].

chordality [dM88].

Chromatic [Kuc89, Zer89].

Church [Boo81a].

Circle [LL84, Sup85, AC89, Ber88b, BM89b, Dam89, SS89].

Circle-Cover [LL84, AC89, Ber88b, BM89b, SS89].

Circuit [Dam89, Gol80, Nar89, SN88].

Circuits [Ber83, Hro85b, Kei85, Yas81, BB86, BW87, Dun90, Huỳ87, Koc89, Mor87a, Par87, SR88b, Tur89].

Circular [RSR80, AH87, Boo80, RR89b, SH89, TW89].

circular-arc [AH87, RR89b, SH89].

circumscription [Kri88a].

Class [FS84, JM86, WB86, YG83, GS89, Jgd83, LD88, RS89, SIN87, Sen81, Wag86, YD86].

Classes [AS86c, Oya84, Tha85, HH88, Kem89, Sar80].

classical [Stà89].

Classification [Lei86].

clause [McC88].

clauses [LS89, MM85].

Cleaning [Kas84].

clique [HL88, HL89, PY81a, SH89, Whi81].

cliques [AH87, HL88, KPS88].

clocks [Ray87].

closest [AH89, Dye80, HNS88].

Closure [JM66, Jed88, Mor88c, CS81, Ebe81, Jed83, Jed87, Sze89b, Szw87].

closures [IK83, Khu89].

cluster [Mur83].

clustering [Mur83, Tar82b, Tar83a].

CNF [AB87b, CL88b].

co [EH88a, LS82b, FS88b, Ber86b, BH87, Gra87, Mai85].

co-CFL [Ber86b, Gra87, Mai85].

coclass-free [EH88a].

c-NLogSpace [LS82b].

CO-NP [FS88b, BH87].

Coalesced [Vit81].

Codd [Bis89, KM80].

Code [Han80, Fra83, OP85, Ric86, Won89].

Codelessness [Las86].

Codes [CH84, Hea89, Kri82, MR81, Sie88].

Codeterministic [BP85a].

Coefficient [CLR85].

Coefficients [BM81].

Coffman [Llo81].

cographs [Bod89].

cogroup [AGvG89].

coherence [Lop89].

Colbourn [CM80b].

collection [App87, Van87a].

collector [Mor82, RM83].

collectors [Jok89].

color [Ku889].

colorable [YG87].

colored [Pet80a].

Coloring [Fre84, GP87a, HL88, Nao87, Wil84].

colors [Nao87].

colouring [GIR88, Ste89, Wil80a].

Column [Bit85].

Columns [MA85].

combination [YHD84].

Combinational [Yas81].

Combinatorial [Bru81, de 81].

Combinators [de 87, Bur82b, CDL87, Nos85].

Comment [Dun90, PG87, Mcl85].

Comments [AJV86, Avi80, Bal87, Day80a, DS79, Fou79, Pet91, Sakk88, TV86, TV87, TM89, VT90, Won89, AG88b, Gro91, Ov80].

Common [AD86, Apo86, Apo87, AB87c, Rei88, RT85b].

Communicating [Bro83, Bro87, RT85a, Van85b, YG83, Bro86].

Communication [Fre89, Har81b, MRS84, VU86, Van81, BO86, Hel81, KW82, LM80b, Mar85a, Mar85b, Mei81, RS87, Zob87].

communications [Sz86].

Commutation [Dub85, NO88].

Commutations [MO87b].

Commutative [Dub85, BL87, CD86].

commutatively [Kri82, MR81].

compact [CS83a].

Compacting [Naw83, Mor82].

compaction [Mai87, RM85].

compare [Gru87].

comparison [Bar84, Won89].

Comparisons [Atk85, Car87b].

Compilation [TB84].

Compile [Gun82].

compiler [Toy89].

compilers [Pag80].

complement [Ban80, Sze89b].

Complete [AS86c, LMW86, LMW88, Ber81, Bod89, Dam89, FPT81, GGPS89, GH87, LS82b, MC88, MC89a, MW87, Rys83, Sch86a, Sho89b].

Completely [Van85b].

Completeness [BT82, MGKL88, Eis89, SV82, Kri86b].
Completion [FS84, Kel86, Mét83, Toy89].
complexities [BU89, CYC89]. Complexity
[AS86c, BYV82, BS86a, BMS80, ER83b,
ER83a, FY80, GK86b, JM86, LBB81,
Pan86a, Ryt83b, Ry86b, SM83, TS81,
Ban80, Ber80, BV88, Bha80, BC87, BKV81,
Bod88b, Bop89, BW87, Che86, CH89,
CH88b, Col79, CM80b, Deh86b, ER81,
EL81, FL87, Fle89, GMZ89, HH88, Hoe87,
IMR80, JS87, Jol80, JF82, Kal84, Kan80,
Kel87, Kla88, Kri88b, Kuh87, LT80, LP83,
Lis81, MC89b, Mur83, ʼOD88, PS89, Pan81a,
RDM88, RS87, Rö82, RG89b, Ryt81c,
Ryt82b, Sn81, St89, Sze89a, Tie84, Tur84,
Ver88a, Ver84, Wey84, RG88, Rol89].
component [Koc87]. Components
[NM82, Van81, Ima82, Pep87, Ram87,
Tar82b, Tar83a]. Composition
[Sha82b, TB84, Cza89]. compound
[KS87b]. compressed [PK88]. Compression
[DRT81, Jak82, Ric86]. Comput
[Sar80]. computability [Kri88a, Win82].
Computation [BM81, GLPG82, Lum85,
BL89b, Blu83, CC86, CL89b, CH86,
GPS87, Hag88, IK83, Kur82, Kur83, KM88,
Mat89a, Mor88d, SY88, Szw87, WW87].
computational [Kan80, Sch82a, St89].
Computations
[DFv83, TS81, Top84, ARG86, AG88b,
CYC89, CL86b, Coo88, DS80, HS88a, JK85,
LL88, Ryt84, TTV86, TM89, Vit80].
Computed [Nja85]. Computer
[HS85, Las86, Deh86a, Gei84, Gos89, Gum89,
Heh81, Min88, OT89, Yao85]. Computers
[MRS84, GS89]. computes [GM88].
Computing
[AR80a, AC87, Ber84a, BL85, CH89, Der85,
Ebe88, Er83c, GL80, Jos85, Pan88, PGR87b,
PGR87a, Sho86, Val80, AH80, AR80b,
BMRS88, Cro81, EH88b, GS83, HL89,
IMR80, JM88, KNT87, Knu89, Ola89,
Pet80b, Sho89a, SS83, Urb80, WS80b].
concatenated [Won89]. Concavity
[DEGS84]. Concept [AS81, KK89b, KW82].
concepts [SN89]. concerning
[CIR87, CIR88, Cou84, Mal87].
Concurrency
[Har81a, Kum89, HM88, RBP82b, RBP82a].
Concurrent [Bro80b, Mag84, Wol87, AK86,
Bar80, Hol84, Mag87, Och87, Sis89, van89a].
conditional [EH88b]. cones [Mor88c].
conference [LLH89]. configuration
[Gei84]. configurations [Cou81, Wil80b].
Conflict [Deb80, HRY87, Mag87].
Conflict-free [Deb80, HRY87, Mag87].
conflicts [Kuc82, Kuc83, SY88].
Confluence [Van88]. conic [NA89].
conjecture [Boo81b, De 82]. Connected
[HS85, IM88, Mey83, NM82, Van85b, Deh86a,
GS89, Ima82, LS86b, OT89, Pep87, VV87].
Connection [SB89]. Connectivity
[Gus83, BDD82, EH88b, Rei87b, Sri88].
Conquer
[Wall84, BCC83, KO88, Ver88a, Ver89a].
Consecutive [ten80, Taz84, Tru80].
consensus [Bab87b, FR89, Mis89].
Conservative [Kir88]. consideration
[Asa83]. Considerations [Oza83, IT88].
consistency [FL82]. conspiracies
[Bes84a, Bes84b]. Constancy [GH81].
Constant
[CL85, GP87a, Hro85a, SS87, ER81].
Constant-Degree [GP87a]. constants
[PT85]. constrained [Shi81, Sl82, van89a].
constraint [Mal87, Rom88].
constraint-based [Mal87]. constraints
[AC87, Kan80, RD87]. construct
[CS83a, Dev85]. constructible [Sze87].
Constructing
[PP89, Sto81, We85, CY88, CR89].
construction [CC89, Fri88, Kut88, Mel87].
constructions [BZ89]. consumption
[Jan89]. Containing [Jed88, NO88].
Containment [Oya84]. Context
[Har85, Mäk83, Ry84, Shi82, AGvG89,
AG87, BCC83, Cho81, Ev89, EH88a, IJR88,
Mai82, Mäk85b, NA81, Nij82a, Wag86, Yu89].
Context-Free [Har85, Mäk83, Ry84, Shi82,
AFG87, BCC83, Cho81, IJR88, Mai82, Māk85b, NA81, Nij82a, Wag86, Yu89.
Contiguous [Naw83]. continued [CCL89b].
contour [WW87, Woo84]. contraction [MC89a]. Control [Tak88, AS86a, HM88, KPK89, Kuni89, Muk89, PM88, RBP82b, RBP82a, San88, YYS83]. Controlled [CK86a, MG80, Lop89]. Controls [Sch84].
control [WW87, Woo84]. contraction [MC89a]. Control [Tak88, AS86a, HM88, KPK89, Kuni89, Muk89, PM88, RBP82b, RBP82a, San88, YYS83]. Controlled [CK86a, MG80, Lop89]. Controls [Sch84].
conversion [ABM84, Mio84]. Convertibility [ter80]. Converting [Par84, Vid88].
conversion [ABM84, Mio84]. Convertibility [ter80]. Converting [Par84, Vid88].
convexity [DEGS84]. convolutions [Mat89a]. Cooperating [Fra89].
corrigendum [And80b, GPB83, LMW88, MT87b, PGR87a, Tar86]. cost [CC86, Hua88b, MP88, Wei85]. Costs [MST84, Ber80, CGR87, JS80, Ry88].
counter [CL86a, Deb80, HY82, Vi87].
counterexamples [Toy87]. Counters [Miy84]. Counting [Hik83, HL89, KNI86, RH87, Wal82].
coupling [Mih89]. Cover [LL84, Sav82, AC89, BS89, Ber88b, BM89b, Cla83, GP86, SS89, Sho86]. covering [FPT81, KM80, RV87, WW89a]. covers [Got87a, Mon80]. Creation [Bud85]. credit [Mat89c]. Criteria [MSR85, Wey84].
criterion [Nij82a, UY88]. critical [Ray89a, Tur84]. Cryptanalysis [SS84b].
cryptographic [San88, Sha83]. cryptography [AS83].
cryptosystem [Hel81, LL89, LM80b, Mei81, SSA87, Yun85]. CSP [ABC87, Zöb87]. Cube [Mey83, Bha80, LS86b, OT89].
Cube-Connected [Mey83, LS86b, OT89]. Cubic [Sto81, Wil80b]. Cumulative [Har82]. Currying [Ida83].
cuts [CC84, GI89, Hec87, JK85]. Cutting [HS86]. Cycle [Shm83, Loi80]. Cycles [Mey83, Dil87b, Fri87, Kau83, LS86b, Pro89].
Cyclic [Mag85, Sat86, Atk81, FVG87, Wal83, ten80]. cyclability [Gol87].
D [Bv82, Day80a, PG87, Zák84]. D0L [CL18, ER81, ES83b, SSA87]. D0L-T0L [SS84b].
D0S [ER80]. dags [Gao81].
Dangling [CK84, NM87]. DASD [Bra88]. Data [AD83, AMM84, And80a, DRT81, Kak85, LO89, LBB81, Mih83, Mor88b, Rie86, RTV89, SM80, VB86, CCS89, CM80a, Fie87, FMNT87, GS88b, HHS87, IW81, Jaz80, Jos88, KV81, Lee89, LW82, MTK89, MPY87, Mor88a, OS88, PT85, SO87, Sak88, Slt81, SY88, Spy82, Sun89, Szp88, Wey84, Won89, WSA84, YYS83].
data-dependency-based [MKT89]. data-driven [YY83].
Data-Structure [And80a].
data/knowledge [Won89]. Database [HF86, Jaj85, PM84, RB82, Row84, CH88a, Che82, CMT88, HK81a, Lei82, RBP82b, SY88, Var81, Var84, VB86, Zan80].
Databases [VF83, Kel86, Lei86, MTS84, Sch84, AGvG89, Kan80, LD80, RBP82a, ter80].
Datalog [Abi89]. Davis [GP83, GPB82].
deadline [Jan89]. Deadlines [Fre83a, SY93]. Deadlock [Cza80a, FM87].
Deallocation [CK84]. deal
[CSS89, Car87a]. Decidability
[IR81, Gir86, Gra80]. Decidable
[TS86, Sab80, Sab81, Sen81]. decide
[HRY87]. decided [BCW80]. Deciding
[Cha81, Hea89, IT89]. Decipherability
[Ryt86b, AG84]. Decision [Cza80a, IMR81,
Sei88, Cha83a, IT80, Jar81, Ram87, Var81].
declarative [MT86, MT87b]. decoding
[Sie88]. decomposable
[MO81, Ov81b, Ov81a, vW80b]. Decomposing
[Kal85, BS89, Tak87]. Decompositions
[DP83, BV88, Hou87, Var84]. Dedekind
[CC84]. dedicated [Ber80, Kub87].
deduction [Bal87, Far82, Wil87, YD86].
deductions [YD86]. deficiency
[Bal87, Wil87]. define [All89]. Defined
[BS86a, GL80]. Defining [AS85, RB82].
definition [Bar83]. definitions [Pag80].
Degree [GP87a, McK84, BDQ82, Lei88,
LPF88, Shi81, Sla82, WU88]. Degrees
[GH81, AS86b]. Dekker [Mar86b].
Delaunay [Dil87a, Dil87b, Kir80].
Delauney [Lin86]. delayed [Eck80]. delays
[RS87]. deleting [Ita88]. Deletion
[Tsi88, Che86, Ov81a]. Demand
[WFL83, HL87b, San89a]. Denning [Bv82].
Denotational [Bro83, Bro86, Gor80].
Density [MG80, LFQ81]. Departure
[Les83]. dependence [Kor87a].
Dependencies
[AM84, FV83, BB88, Cas83, CH88a, GT84,
GM82, MGK88, Sho86, Var81, Zan80].
Dependency [HF86, Kat84, GT84, KPK89,
MTK89, MGK88, Tag86]. dependent
[SR88a]. Depth
[Rei85, Sav82, Yas81, Awe85, BW87, Cid88,
Dym88, LMT87, Mor87a, Par87, SV88,
Sha88a, SIM89, Weg82a, Weg83, dl89a].
Depth-First
[Rei85, Sav82, SV88, Sha88a, dl89a]. depth-first-search
[Awe85, Cid88, LMT87, SIM89]. Deques
[GT86]. Derivation [DFv83, Las86, Mäk84,
Pet80b, Hem80, Leu84]. Derivations
[RAK85]. derived
[Bar80, MGK88, Mor87a]. descent [Bar83].
Describing [Bro87, Sli82]. description
[HS88b, SR88a]. Design [CC83, MA80,
Tho85, CP82, Gei84, Ray89b, VB86].
designing [LLH89]. designs [CC88a].
desynchronized [Kob83]. Details [Nja85].
Detect [Kak85, RT85a, YD86]. Detection
[DFv83, GT83, Shm83, Top84, YG83,
ARG86, AG88b, DS80, EO87, HS88a,
Hu88a, Hu89, JS80, Mat89c, MF81, Re88,
SPL89, TTv86, TM89, Tse87].
determinacy [WSA84]. Determinancy
[Mos82]. Determinant
[Ber84a, GP89, Pan88]. determination
[Avi80, BES82, Bou85, van80b]. determine
[LP82]. Determining
[Bar86a, Pep87, Akm87, Gra72, RW87].
Deterministic [IR81, IM81, LY86, Mon84,
UMS82, Cho81, Fro81, FV89b, Kin80, Mic81,
Par87, Yeh85, Yu89, Zip89]. Deutsch
[Ham86]. developing [Rem84].
development [BW80]. deviation [Win82].
devices [Sch83b, TV81]. diagonal [Lin89].
diagonals [SM87]. diagram [OIM84].
diagrams [Lin89]. Diameter
[McK84, BDQ82, EK89, EG89]. difference
[Urb80]. Different [MSR85, CDS89].
Differential [WB86, But77, But79, Day80a].
difficulties [Leu82]. diffusing [DS80].
Digital [Lea88, Reg81]. Digitizing
[SSW87]. digraph [Sys82]. Digraphs
[IN84]. Dijkstra [Der85]. Dijkstra-Like
[Der85]. dimension [Lie86]. dimensional
[AN86, Aur86, Cha88, Fre80, GH87, IT80,
KO88, Li88a, LT88b, NI80, pW82].
Dimensions [EM85, And79, And80b, Byk78,
DS88, DS79, Fon79, Ov80, Pap85, Sle80].
Diophantine [Row84]. Direct
[All89, Bou85, Bir85, Rus87, Toy87].
Directed [FP82, Pit87, EG89, GM88, Ita88, JK85, NI89, Nar89]. Direction
[AN86, LMW86, LMW88].
Direction-independent [AN86], disc [ÖD88]. Discrete [DSVT85, MS86, Kaw80, RW87, Ver88b, Ver89b, Wu89].
Discriminators [Sil81], discs [SY84a]. disjoint [Gus83, Iwa89, Per83, TL83]. disjointness [Man84].
Disk [Bit85, Hof83, CV89, Cha85]. dissection [Gil88]. Distance [Lum85, Ata83, CW84, CR89, Hua88b, LP89, Mak88a, Pal87, Sch81b, Sho89a].
Distortions [Nja85]. Distribution [Har82, Ric83, ER81, KLV87, LLH89, Mat89c, Sha82a, SY88].
Distributed [AR80a, AS81, ARG86, AG88b, DFv83, HC85, LR86, LBB81, MF84, Mor85, TTV86, Top84, AR80b, Awe85, Bab87b, Ber87b, Bod88a, CM80a, CP81, CP82, Cid88, Fra89, GMZ89, HS88a, HZ87, Hua88a, Hua89, KPK89, KT88, KW82, Kuit88, LY87, LMT87, Lav89, Mat89b, Muk89, Ran83, Ray89a, Ray87, Ray89b, RBP82b, RBP82a, SSA89, SM92, SIM89, SPL+89, TV87, TM89, VT91, Ver87, ZC87].
distortions [Nja85]. Distributed [AR80a, AS81, ARG86, AG88b, DFv83, HC85, LR86, LBB81, MF84, Mor85, TTV86, Top84, AR80b, Awe85, Bab87b, Ber87b, Bod88a, CM80a, CP81, CP82, Cid88, Fra89, GMZ89, HS88a, HZ87, Hua88a, Hua89, KPK89, KT88, KW82, Kuit88, LY87, LMT87, Lav89, Mat89b, Muk89, Ran83, Ray89a, Ray87, Ray89b, RBP82b, RBP82a, SSA89, SM92, SIM89, SPL+89, TV87, TM89, VT91, Ver87, ZC87].
distributions [FS88a]. Distributive [van80a, AN80, Han86, HL87a]. Divide [Wal84, BCC83, KO88, Ver88a, Ver89a].
divide-and-conquer [BCC83, KO88, Ver88a, Ver89a]. Division [BP85c, Asa83, BP87, Dem82, SR88b, Vys83].
Divisors [SS85b]. Do [Kat84]. Does [BHZ87]. DOL [ER83a]. domain [BSZ89].
Domains [Bon84, BS86b]. domatic [Ber88a, RR89a]. Dominating
[Ber84b, BYV82]. domination [Ber86c, Kei86, RR88a, RR88b]. dominator [Lei88].
dominators [PGR87b, PGR87a]. domino [VRL87]. domino-free [VRL87].
Done [LY86]. door [IW81]. Double [Car87a]. Double-Ended [Car87a]. down [FV89b]. DPDA [Oya84, Vit80]. DPDAs
[Cou81, Cou84]. Drawing

[Har89, SV86, Sto82, KK89a]. drift [Ray87].
Driven [Ryt86a, Dyn88, OP85, YYS83].
dual [FV89a]. duality [LC85, Mak81].
duals [An83]. duodirun [Zhe83]. During
[NP85, Sha82a]. Dynamic
[Gütt85, HP85, KL88, LT88b, Reg81, Shm83, Bra88, FB88, FI87, GS89, Gos89, KV81, LW82, Rei87b, Ray81a, Shi85].
Dynamics [RB82]. Dynamization [vW80b, MO81].
dynamizing [Ov81b].

E0L [RAK85]. ears [Hig82]. east [GS83].
easy [Kal86, Kuë89]. ECDF
[Deh86a, DS88]. ECLR [Sin87].
ECLR-attributed [Sin87]. Edge
[GT83, BP89, Ber81, EH88b, GIR88, Gus83, Miy88, Sch86a, Shi89, TL83].
edge- [Miy88].
edge-colouring [GIR88].
edge-connectivity [EH88b]. edge-disjoint
[Gus83, TL83]. edges [Ita88, LS86b].
EDISON [Dai86], EDISON-80 [Dai86].
edit [Hua88b]. edit-distance [Hua88b].
Editor [Pet91, Kri82, Zák84]. effect
[Cza88, Cza99, HS88b, MT87a].
effectiveness [Dar89]. Effects
[KT88, Dud83, Lam88]. Efficiency
[MS86, CGPD89, CGPdS89, MPY87].
Efficient
[AT87, AB87c, BM81, Bit85, BGLY81,
CC86, CA86, Der85, Dob80, Dun90, FM87,
GLPG82, HL88, JM86, KF85, Koc89, PPK88,
SR88b, Sik81, Vis85, WS80a, vN82, And79,
And80b, AKF88, Bur82a, Co88, FP87, Go89,
Go89, Gra72, GL89, IT89, LMT87, Mat89b,
RG89, Roh88, Ryt88, SIM89, ZM87].
efficiently [GS89, Sho89a]. eigenvalues
[BES82]. Eilenberg [B88]. Election
[LMW86, LMW88, Tau89]. elegant [Vid89].
elegantly [HNS88]. element [Urb80].
Elements [Atk85, Deh86a, Ove81].
Eliminating [Gor86]. Elimination
[GR82, HL89, Lic86]. embedded [Pro89].
Embedding [HK88, PW87, Sha83, SY84b,
CKV87, Gre89, Pla85]. Emde [Avi80].
employing [Har81a]. Emptiness
[AK85, ER80]. emulations [Bod88b].
enclosing [Pro89]. Encoded [And80a].
Encoding [AT87]. encryption [GY87].
Ended [Car87a]. endofunctors
[MC88, MC89a]. enlargement [Jed83].
entries [Ray89a]. Enumerable [CC84].
Enumeration [BM81, Lau85, BW80].
envelope [Her89]. environment
[HL87, LO89]. environments [Kaw87].
Equal [Hik83, Weg82b]. Equality
[Ros86, SM80, EH88a]. equation
[Sch88, Urb80]. Equations
[WB86, AC88, Bui77, Bui79, Day80a, EY87, FY80, Kra84,
Lic86, Pan88, PS80, PS81a, Sri87, WS82].
equidistribution [Fus83]. Equivalence
[AK85, BFJM87, BCW80, CK86b, IR81,
Jaj85, KW84, EO82, GM82, Sab80,
Saba, Sen81]. Equivalent
[GP86, SS85b, Tra84, Cou81, GT84, Kri82, MR81].
EREW [HR89]. Errata
[Llo80a, vW80a]. Erratum
[APT82, Bes84a, CIR88, Kuc83,
Mar85a, PS81a, Wyr84, YWL85]. Error
[CV89, Kra80, CC86, MF81, SS84a].
error-correcting [SS84a]. Ershov
[Kot89]. Estimate
[Bou84]. estimates
[BS86b, Dob82]. Estimating
[MST84, ZBS83, BV88, Che82, Zer89].
estimation [Ber82]. Estimator
[Pit87]. ETOL
[YWL82, YWL85]. Euclidian
[DF84, EK89, GK86b, Im82]. Eulerian
[Ebe88, PY81b]. evaluated [Sch81a].
Evaluating
[Van85a, CM788]. Evaluation
[Jak82, Mag84, Mag85, Alb89, CD89, FH87,
GP89, GS89, Han80, Mag87, MKK89, SN88,
Sik81, Zsp88]. evasiveness [ACK89]. Even
[Der85, Tak88, Ebe80]. Evenly
[Wal84]. Events
[Eva86]. Every
[Ber86b, Sze82]. Everywhere
[TS86]. Exact
[CH86, Sni86]. example
[Deb80, HY82]. exceptions
[All89]. exchange
[AS83, Bir85, LS86b, SR81]. Exclusion
[KP84, Mag85, Mar86b, AJV86, DT80,
FP87, MB85, Mor79, Pet81, SM92]. execution
[BF87a, BF87b, CP81, DL88,
Dud83, PPK88, Woi87]. Exercise
[BH87, Kes88]. Exit
[Wil83c]. Expected
[BB81, Mur83, Dev85, Dob82, GJ82, JS80,
KNT87, Pan86b, TV81, Wil84].
Expected-time
[Mur83, KNT87]. Experiments
[Eva86, MNS84, BS86b]. Explicit
[EY87, Zip89]. exploitation
[BDS82]. exponential
[BA80, BP88, EG89, Sha82a].
exponentially
[Mic81, Sky83]. exponentials
[Cal87]. Exposure
[RT85a]. expression
[GS89, Ten87a]. Expressions
[DK84, Jed88, Van85a, Cas83, GM82, Ryt89,
SN88, Sch88]. Extended
[BS86a, BO85, MW87, HL87a, Wil81b].
Extendible
[BK84, Tam82, Yao80, Kum89, Wee88].
Extending
[Pit87, San80, TC84, Cia86]. Extension
[MF84, Mar87, FZ82, MZ82, Tom81].
Extensions
[TB84]. external
[LB88, Wri87]. extra
[DJ82]. Extreme
[CS82, EM85].
F [Bv82, Mor81]. Facilities
[Har81b]. Facility
[CW86]. Factorial
[BS85, dV89]. factors
[dV88, Ebe80]. failure
[SR88a]. failures
[Gos89, Tau89]. Fair
[FP83, MB85, RAK85, GP88]. Fairness
[BS84a, Bes84b, Cza80a, Zob87]. families
[GGPS89, Tag86]. family
[Kri82, MR81]. Fan
[Hro85b]. Fan-In
[Hro85b]. farthest
[AK89]. Fast
[BD80, BP85c, CCL89b, CRL85, CL86c, Gütt85, LBB81, Lum85,
MNS84, Sch82b, Sha82b, Sie88, Toy89,
Wu89, van80a, ABM84, AG84, BS87, BP83,
Ber82, Car86, Coh83, CR89, Dye80, IM81,
II86, Llo89, MM85, MG89, Mit88, Nao87,
OIM84, Per83, Wat81, Zhe83]. Faster
[Sch83b, App87, Flo89, Meh88, Roh83,
Sch81a, TL83]. Fault
[DF88, IM88, Var89b, BJ80, Kut88, ÖA88]. Fault-Tolerant
Faulty [Van85b]. FD [Got87a, Vos88]. FD-covers [Got87a]. feasible [HH88]. February [AJV86]. Feedback [Wät85, BDP88, Dwe88]. few [Yap83]. fewer [CYC89]. Fibonacci [CH89, Er83c, GL80, MR84, Pet80b, WS80b, de 81]. Field [Gun82]. fields [Cho82, IT89]. FIFO [Bur82a]. file [CC88a]. Files [Lei82, Man86, Won89]. filling [BP83]. filters [Mar83, PM88]. finding [AH87, Ber83, EM85, Goo87, Her89, Hig86, Ima82, IMM81, Ita88, Kei85, MS86, PSS88, RSR80, Sch81b, AK89, BD80, BYV82, Bod88a, Bod88b, CM89, CL88b, Dev80, Dub88, Fri87, GT89, GT89, HL88, JK85, KST82, Lav89, Llo89, Loe80, MP88, Mar86a, TLS3, TC83, WW89a, Wat81, Whi81, Wit88].

Finitary [Zák84]. Finite [AB81, BI85, Cza89, LY86, SV84, YG83, AK86, Byk78, Cho82, CL883, DS79, FG89, Fou79, Fre81, Gra72, Hea89, HS88b, IT80, IT89, Mic81, Ni80, Ov80, RH88, Ryt89, Suz88, Sze82]. Finite-State [YG83, AK86, FG89, Suz88].

Finitely [LT86, MOS87a, Tag86]. firing [Cul89]. First [Rei85, Sav82, Sza87, Awe85, Cid88, LMT87, Mar86a, Miy88, SV88, Sha88a, SIM89, Sh89b, ZC87, d89a].

First-Order [Sza87]. fit [Ram89b, RW87]. Fitted [SM87]. Five [Fre84, Nao87].

Five-Coloring [Fre84]. Fixed [CK87, LNS82, NU88, AC88, Bod88b, Cha83b, EM84, MC88, MC89a, Ram87].

fixed-point [AC88]. fixed-radius [Cha83b].

Fixed-sized [NU88]. flag [Gor86]. flexible [DF88]. floor [Scht82a]. flow [CM89, GT89, Has81, Jan89, Jaz80, NIB89, Wey84, WSA84].

flow-shop [Jan89]. flowgraphs [Tse87]. flows [NI89]. Floyd [TST83]. fly [BK88, RM83, Van87a]. Fold [HS85].

Folding [CC83]. folk [LNS82]. Forest [SM86, Akm87, Dub88, Kut88]. forests [LP82]. form [ABC87, Bis89, YWL82, YWL85]. Formal [CK86b, DK84, Hem80, JB84, Up882, BI88, Kaw80]. Format [Mil83]. forms [Ber82, Bis89, CL86b, KM80, OSW81, Sni81]. formula [CL88b, Weg83, Van87b]. formalae [Min88]. formulas [APT79, APT82, Coo88, JS87].


Free [Car84, Dub85, ER83b, Har85, Kat84, Mäk83, Ola88b, Ryt83b, Ryt84, AJV86, AFG87, BYV82, BCW80, BL87, BCC83, Car83, CD86, Cho81, Deb80, EPS82, EH88a, FR89, HRY87, IR88, Mag87, Mai82, Mai85, Mäk85b, Mor79, NA81, Nij82a, Sli82, VRL87, Wat86, Yu89]. Freeness [Cha81].

frequency [CV89]. Full [Sto81]. Fully [LR86, Hua88a, Sze87]. Function [Cha81, Hug86, Hua88b, IW81, Kesh88, MZ82, Sch82a, Tie84, Ver88b, Ver89b, dV89].

Functional [AM84, Bro87, Clo83, FV83, Bur82a, Bur82b, Cas83, CH88a, Dwe88, GS88b, Sho86, Zan80].

Functions [Car82, LS86a, SS85b, SY84b, AAM88, BU89, BW87, Bur89, Dun90, EH88a, GGP88, GL80, Koc89, Mar87, MP87, Pob86, Sar80, Sze87, Wat88, Weg82a, Weg83, Van87b].

Further [Gro91, Ov80]. Future [Eva86].

G [AG88b, Bal87, SY93]. gallery [Nta86]. game [Lou80]. games [LT80]. Garbage [App87, Jok89, Mor82, RM83, Van87a].

Gauss [RTV89]. Gaussian [Lie86].

General [Ili85, KR85, Mil83, Ove81, San80, BCC83, CLM89, Gol87, KK89a, TC83, WS80b].

generalisations [Leu84]. Generalization [Mar86b, TST83, Fra83]. generalizations [BB86, SV82].

Generalized [Dem82, Mor87a, OR86, ACK89, DK88].
HK81b, Taz84]. Generate
[McK84, Sat86, Sha82a]. Generated
[LT86, RS89]. Generating
[vR88, AGS89, CL80, EM84, JYP88].
Generation
[RD87, Sem81, Zak82, BK88, Pag80].

**generators** [OP85]. geometric
[Kri86b, LC85, WK88]. GF [CL80]. given
[BDQ82, Har89, Jan89, RS87]. Global
[Mat89c, Mor85]. Glushkov
[Zem82]. Goldberg
[Iwa89]. gon [DJ89]. Good
[Jin84, Sni86]. GOTO
[Lif84]. Graham
[GS87, Lio81]. Grammar
[CK86a, Gru84, OSW81]. Grammars
[Mäk83, Mák86b, RB82, Tar82a, AB87a, Boo81a, Ev89, Kra80, KR84, Mák85b, NS86, Nij82b, SIN87, SN87, Sli82, TW89, Wan80, Yod80, Luk82]. Grammatical
[Bud85, MN82, Tak88, Mon80]. Grant
[Bis84, PP80]. Graph
[Ata84, Lau85, Wel85, Arb88, BB86, Bha80, BKV81, CFHP89, Ede87, EH88b, GM88, Ima82, Klu89, Kie86, Kor87a, KR84, Mit88, Rei87b, Ryt88, SPL+89, Sri88, Sys82, Szw87, Tsi85, Tur84, WW89b, Wli84, Zer89, dM88, Van88].

**Graphs** [Ber83, CS83b, Fre84, GR82, GP87a, JM86, Kei85, KC87, Kuc89, Ola88b, Pit87, Sto81, Sup85, AH87, BYV82, BDD+82, BDQ82, Ber84b, Ber86c, Ber88a, BCW80, Bod88b, Bod89, CS82, Dam89, Ebe80, EMM89, Flo91, Fri87, GIR88, HL88, HK88, IK83, Ik83, Ita88, KK89a, KNT87, Kei86, Kri88b, LFQ+81, Li88a, LS86b, LP82, Meh88, Nao87, Nar89, OR89, PY81a, PY81b, Pro89, RR88a, RR88b, RR89a, RR89b, RR89c, RSA88a, SE87, SH89, Sk89, Ste89, YG87].

**Gray** [Ric86]. **Gray-code** [Ric86]. Greedy
[Hof83, Kor81, Cla83, Gol89, Lev87, Lin86].

**Grid** [TB84, Gro89, Ryt88]. grids [Nta86].

**Groups** [Ili85, McK84, MO87a]. Growing
[Kor82, Lau87]. growth [BU89, dV89].
guarantee [MC89a]. Guarded [AS81]. guided [Bli88].

Gupta [TTv86].

H [Zá84]. Håstad [Mor87a]. Hadamard
[DSVT85]. Halftplanar [EW86]. Halin
[GIR88]. halving [Mir87]. Hamilton
[Fri87]. Hamiltonian [Ber81, Ber83, BB86, Dam89, Dil87a, Kei85, Nar89]. Handling
[Tsi88]. Hanoi
[Atk81, BL80a, SS84a, Wal82, Wal83]. Hard
[RT85a, Hu87, K082, Rob80, Sli82, Weg85].
harder [Mor81, Rom80]. hardest [Ryt81b].

**hardness** [SY84a, Wat88]. Hardware
[RSD81]. Hash
[LL85, Pag85, OT89, Sar80, Wog89].

**hash-based** [OT89]. Hashing
[BR84, CC88b, Reg81, Tam82, Vit81, Yao80, BL89a, Kum89, OS88, Ram89a, Wee88].

**Hausdorff** [Ata83, Sho89a]. **HCB** [PK88].

**Head** [LY86, Mon84, Vit85b, TV81].

**Heads** [Hof83]. **Heap** [Car87a, GT86].

heaps [Fri88]. Heapsort [Car87b]. Height
[Reg81, Ric83, PK88]. Height-Balanced
[Ric83]. **Heuristic** [AR80b, BP83, WI88].

heuristical [Zer89]. Heuristics
[DI89b, CGPD89, CGPdS89, CSO89, FV89a, KV81, Mak88a]. Hexagonal
[Kri86b]. **hierarchic** [Mur83]. **Hierarchical**
[AT87, Jak82, Tar82a, Tar83a]. **hierarchies**
[LD88]. Hierarchy
[Jed88, Son85, Bab87a, BT89, CH88b, HM88, Lau83, San88, San89b, Sze89b, pW82].

**High** [LFQ+81, Vit80]. higher
[Bur89, Dob82, Pan86b]. higher-order
[Bur89]. Hilbert
[Lea88]. histories [Bar80].

**History** [CC87]. Hoare
[BT82, Tak87]. homomorphism [Spy82]. Horizontal
[DP83, RM85]. Horizontally
[JLR86]. Horn
[AB87b, JS87, LS89, MM85, Min88, YYDH84, YD86]. Horner
[GPS87]. Hsu
[Apo87]. **Huffman** [CH84, Sie88]. **Hull**
[GS87, AH89, Avi80, Byk78, DS79, Fan79, Goo87, Gra72, Jar81, Kal84, Kal86, Kla87, Mel87, Ov80, van80b]. Hulls
[SS88, And79, And80b, Dev80, SS83].

**Hunt** [Apo86]. **Hunt-Szymanski** [Apo86]. Hybrid
RR88b, RR89a, Sha82a. intervals [LB89]. intricate [SS81], introducing [LBM88].

Introduction [Dv82, Wat80]. intuitionistic [Cia86]. Intuitive [Mag83]. invalidating [NM87]. invariance [Mor89, Pet91].

invariant [Pet91, VT90]. invariants [Rem84]. Inverse [KW84, GP89]. Inversion [BP85c, DK88, FVG87]. Inversions [Har82].

inverting [Hua81]. involving [Mak82]. IO [RG88, Rol89]. IO-complexity [RG88, Rol89]. irreducible [CL80].

irreducible [CL80]. isometric [NA81]. isomorphism [BMS80, Gro91, LK89, Mak89, Mit88].


Join [NP85, CP81, CK89, GT84, LD80, MGKL88, OT99]. joins [CGTW89]. joint [Sha82a]. Jordan [RTV89]. July [Hel81, Mei81].


keyless [AS83, Yun85]. keys [BS82, CS83a, DS81, DMS81, Weg82b]. kinematic [Sch88]. Kleene [AB87a].

Knapsack [Sha83, Zem84]. Knapsacks [Wil83b]. knowledge [F187, G81, Won89]. Knuth [Bar81, M83, Pit87, Toy89].

Kochon [Dun80]. Krishnamoorthy [PG87]. Kronecker [SM83].

L [CIR88, Sar80, NS86]. L-attributed [NS86]. Labeling [Der85, Sys82]. ladder [Sha89].

Ladner [BD82]. LALR [BL89b]. Lamport [Vid88]. Language [Bro83, Gra87, JB84, DAI86, Dem82, Har81a, Lat83, MT86, MT87b, Pag80, Ryt81b, van89a]. Languages [ER83b, ER83a, GH81, Har85, KW84, LT86, Ryt84, Ryt86a, Sao80, Tak88, W85, YJS3, AFG87, Bar83, BU89, Cho81, Dym88, ER80, ER81, EHS88a, FS88b, Fre81, Fre83b, Fro81, Hea89, LR88, J83, MC89b, NA81, Nij82a, RG88, Rot89, Ryt81c, Sch86b, Sze88, Ten87b, Wag86, pW82, WW89b, YWL82, YWL85, Yu89, Z84, dPV88, dV89].


Leeuwen [AG88b]. leftist [Kem87]. Legal [IN84]. lemma [BM82, Del83, Mor87a, Yu89, Mai82]. length [BB87, BWD84, Gre89, KPS88, NO88, Sch86a]. length-reducing [NO88]. lengths [BP89, BC87]. Lenstra [Paj80].

LET0L [WU88]. Lett [And80b, AVJ86, AG88b, APT82, Avi80, Bal87, Bes84a, Bin82, Bv82, CIR88, CM80b, Day80a, Dun90, Flo91, Fon79, GPB83, Hel81, Kri82, Kuc83, Llo80a, LM88, Mei81, MT87b, Mor81, Ov89, Pet91, PG87, Sak88, SY93, TT86, Tar86, TV87, TM89, VT90, Ver89a, Ver89b, Wyr84, YWL85, vW80a].


Limited [AR80a, DRT81, Mül87, Nav83]. Limits [AK86]. Line [Güt85, IM81, Lun85, Mat88, Shu87, Tak86, Wel85, ARW89, Die89, Her89, IK83, ITT82, Lia80,
Man82, Mat89a, Mel87, NI80, RW87, Sys82].

Linear [Auf88, Cla86, CRL85, CL86c, Fre84, GLPG82, HS86, Hro85b, IMM81, Jar81, JM86, LR84, Pan86a, RR89a, RSR80, Ryt84, SS87, Tak88, AK89, AC88, APT79, APT82, Ata83, Bur82b, CDL87, EW86, EMM89, EY87, Gab81, GT88, GJ82, GPS87, HK88, IJ89, KNT87, Klu84, Li88a, Lic86, LP82, Lyo88, Mak88a, MU84, Mei85, MZ82, Min88, Ola89, Osa88, Pan88, Pep87, RW87, Sab81, Sch89, Sha88a, Sha89, Sho89a, Sla82, Sri87, TV81, Wag86, WW89b, Zem84, ten80].

Linear-processor [Sha88a].

Linear-Time [Fre84, IMM81, APT79, APT82, Gab81, GT88, MU84, Min88, Ola89].

Linearity [YJ83].

Lines [Sto82].

Linked [Weg82b].

LISP [HM81, TJP87, Sto86, YYS83].

Lisp-based [YYS83].

List [Llo80a, Llo80b, vW80a, Hem80, Lev82, TJP87, Weg82b].

List-searching [Lev82].

Listing [Hik83].

Lists [Hug86].

Literal [BP88].

Liveness [AS85, RM83, Rub87].

Load [Bra88].

Local [Kaw87, RM85, VRL87, WM89].

Locality [TJP87].

Locally [ER83a, CC86].

Location [LP89a, WK88].

Log [Er83c, Wil83a, GL80].

Log-Logarithmic [Wil83a].

Logarithmic [Wil83a, BV88, BP87].

Logic [BT82, HS85, LB88, SY84b, Sz87, Yas81, Cia86, Fur82, Fl87, Lei80, Sab80, Tak87, VD87, Weg82a, YD86, ZLS87].

Logic-termed [Sb80].

Logical [Clo83, Mor85, Bur89, Ray87].

Logics [Fi87, Mc89, Ten87a].

Long [LS86b].

Longest [AD86, Apo86, Apo87, EMM89, Mr87, RT85b, di89a].

Longest-Common-Subsequence [AD86].

Look [FV89b, Shi81].

Look-ahead [FV89b].

Lookahead [BL89b].

Loop [Kas84, Ryt83b, Rem84].

Loop-Free [Ryt83b].

Looping [HP85, SST88].

Loops [Mor89, OP85].

Loss [BF87a, BF87b, KT88].

Lossless [LD80, Var84].

Lower [ARW89, BS86b, DSVT85, FG89, GK86b, Har85, Hro85b, JT85, LM85, Mar86a, Se88, Tur89, AK81, Av80, Ban80, BR89, Bod88a, Bro80a, BP88, DJ89, FL82, Hua88b, Kla87, Lev87, Lia80, Man84, Mor87a, O8DS8, Pan81a, Ram87, SE87, SV87, Tie84, V85a, van80].

LR [CC86, NS86, SIN87, SN87, SST88, Tar82a, Wit88].

LR-attribute [NS86, SIN87].

LR-parsers [SN87].

LRU [WFL83].

LTOL [WU88].

LTUR [Min88].

M [PG87, Sar80, TV86].

Machine [GT83, AG84, Hou87, YSY83, SB89].

Machines [CC84, Hro85a, Kir88, RS81, TS81, YG83, CIRB87, CIR88, Chr84, Die89, FG89, Gor80, IT82, Par87, Pas80, Suz88, V898].

Made [Kal86].

Maggiolo [Boo81b].

Maggiolo-Schettini [Boo81b].

Magic [CGTW89].

Main [Mor87a].

Majority [Sav88].

Makes [Boo88].

Mäkinen [Gro91].

Management [BDS82].

Manhattan [Lip84].

Manipulating [Ryt81a].

Manipulation [SO87, Sak88].

Many [Sch81a, SY84a].

Map [Wil80b].

Mapping [Li88a].

Mappings [Spy82].

Maps [Sha82b, Wil80a].

March [Tar86, TV87].

Marking [Der80, L88a].

Marriage [KK85, GI89, PG87].

Marriages [All83, Hul84].

Master [Bv82, DS81, DMS81].

Match [AMM84, CC88a].

Matching [GI89b, IS86, KC87, LY86, Mey85, Tak86, AG84, BP83, CR87, CD89, DF84, GL89, HK81b, IM81, II86, ISHY88, LK89, PS89, SV82, SV87].

Matchings [Ans87, Sav80].

Math [Z84].

Mathematics [Bli88].

Matijasevitch [BG89].

Matrices [Bit85, Cha86, Mak86a, MA85, PV80, Wis85, BES82, Col79, CM80b, CR89, IMR80, ZG89].

Matrix [BP85c, CRL85, JT85, Kir88, RH88, San80, Sch82b, SM83, AS88, Bou85, Coh83, CM80b, DK88, GP89, IM81, Lot84, Mak81, Mor81, Pan88, Pet80b, Rom80, V84].
Multidimensional [Har82, Ore82]. multidisk [CC88a].
Multithread [Ryt84, SV84, CR87, Ryt81c].
Multilevel [Lei82], multipoor [Fra89].
Multiple [Hoc87, LM81, Tho85, CGPD89, CGPdSS9, CC87, DF88, Hel81, LM80b, Mei81, Ray89a, Zen84]. Multiplication
[JT85, San80, Sch82b, AS88, Coh83, IM81, Lot84, Mak81, Mor81, Pet80b, Rom80, RH88, Vys84, ZM87].
Multiplications [Mak86a].
Multiply [Cha86].
Multiplying [Mak86a, PV80].
Multiprocessor [BB83, Bud87, BS87, KS87b, ÖA88].
Multiprogramming [Bro83].
Multipushdown [Chr84].
Multireader [Vid89].
Multisection [BES82].
Multiset [JL82, Mar87].
Multistage [BFJM87, Var83, CR87, DF88, Hel81, LM80b, Mei81, Ray89a, Zen84].
Multivalued [Kat84, TC84, Vid89, Weg82a, Zan80].
Mutual [Hoo86, KP84, Mag85, Mar86b, AVJ86, DT80, FP87, MB85, Mor79, Pet81, Ray87, SM92].
Myths [Pet81].

N [Bin82, Sar80, TTv86].
Natural [JB84, Bal87, Dob85, Wil87].
NC [Ede87, LA9].
Nearest [EZ82, MS86, Eas81, GS83, PS88].
Nearly [Kor81, Gil88, Kor82].
negative [Sky83].
Neighbor [EZ82, Cha83b, Eas81].
Neighbors [EZ82, AK89, GS83].
nearness [KNT87].
Nesting [Jed87].
nest [Sch86b].
Nets [Mag84, Mag85, Yam81, Mag87, Pet80a].
Network [IM88, Jaj85, Les83, LMW86, LMW88, Van85b, BP85b, Bir85, CM89, GMZ89, GT89, Gol87, Kri86b, LPP88, SR81, Tie84].
Networks [Bro87, PV80, BFJM87, CK88b, Eic83, Gos89, GS84b, Has81, JK85, MW87, NI89, PP89, Var89b, YH87].
Newton [NA89].
next [Ram89b].
NLOG [Sho89b].
NLOG-complete [Sho89b].
NLogSpace [LS82b].

No [And80b, APT82, Bal87, Bes84a, Bin82, Bv82, CIR88, CM80b, Day80a, Flo91, Fou79, GGP89, GP83, Gro91, Kri82, Lio80a, Mor81, NI80, Ov80, PG87, Sar80, SY93, Sze87, TT86, Ver89a, Ver90, Wyr84, YWL85, Žák84, vW80a].

node [Gos89, GP86, Iwa89, IR88, KR84, Sch89].
node-disjoint [Iwa89].
node-rewriting [KR84].

nodes [CP81, YP83].
Noisy [GT83].

Non [Avi84, Kat84, ZBS83, CP82, Dil87a, YD86].
non-additive [CP82].
Non-Conflict-Free [Kat84].
non-Hamiltonian [Dil87a].
non-Horn [YD86].
Non-Partitionable [Avi84].
Non-Uniform [ZBS83].
nonatomic [AG88a].
Noncommutative [Mak86a].
Nonconstructive [FL87].
nondegenerate [Dil87a].

Nondeterministic [Hol86, Coo88, MC80, Ryt81b, Ryt82a, Ryt89, Sis89, Up82].
Nonisomorphic [Hat86].
nonlinearly [BU89].
nonoptimality [Lev87].
nonsymmetric [Lau87].
nonpreemptible [Klu84].
nonprimitive [Cal87].
nonredundant [Got87a].
norrigidity [AG88a].
norrigidity [GK86a].
nonsequential [Eic83].
Nonserial [FB88].
nontraditional [BG89].
nonuniform [SS88].
normal [ABC87, Bis89, KM80, YWL82, YWL85].
Normalized [KO88].
north [GS83].
north-east [GS83].
notation [Ber87b].

Note [AS86c, CK86b, FS86, GS87, KR84, LS86a, Mäk86b, Pit87, Ros86, SSS86, Yao80, Baa88, BD82, Blu83, BT89, BV82, Bui80, Bur89, CCR89, Cha89, Chr84, CH88c, CL86a, Cof83, CW82, Dev80, Dev85, Dob85, DJ89, Ebe80, Eis89, Fee87, Flo91, Hol84, IMR80, IT80, ITT82, JK85, Jun85, Kent87, Kirs87, KV81, Kre87, Lei80, LM80a, LP89b, Lic84, LP83, Lom80, Mäk85a, MT87a,
Mei81, Mor81, Mot82, Mou80, Nar89, Nij82a, OP85, Pan86b, Pan81c, Pet80a, Rob89a, RG89b, Ryt82a, Ryt89, Sar80, SM92, Sha89, Slu85, Sto89, SY93, Sto86, Szw87, Ten87a, Var84, Var89a, Vys83, Vys84, Wri87, Yeh85, Yod84, Van87b. Notes [dI89a, Sze89a]. Novel [Hug86]. November [Sak88]. NP [Ber81, Bod89, BHZ87, Dam89, FS88b, FPT81, Ko82, Kri86b, Rob80, SY84a, SV82, Tou84, Weg85]. NP-complete [Kri86b, SV82]. NP-hard [Ko82, Rob80, Weg85]. NP-hardness [SY84a]. O [Dwe88, SM87]. Obituary [Zem82]. object [Bis89, Fei89, van89a]. object-oriented [van89a]. objects [EM81, Kel89, Rei88, SN89]. Oblivious [Kol83, Vit85b]. observation [Mal87]. observations [CIR88, CR88, Ko82]. Obstacle [Lau87]. obstacles [Fei89, Roh86]. Obtaining [Ram87]. Occam [BEHW87]. Occurring [LM81]. October [MT87b, TM89]. Odd [Der85, Ebe80]. Odd/Even [Der85]. Off [Pan86a, Slu87, Die89]. Off-Line [Slu87, Die89]. Office [EM85]. On-Line [Tak86, IK83, Mat89a, Me87, ITT82, Lia80, NI80, RW87]. on-the-fly [RM83, Van87a]. Once [Tru80]. One [Has87, LS86a, LY86, Mon84, Nak81, Ryt84, UMS82, Vit85b, Wal84, Aur86, CR87, Die89, Fre80, IW81, Jan85, Kem89, Li88a, Ryt81c, Sav88, Tie84, Var89a, Vit85a, Wat88]. one-[Fre80]. one-dimensional [Aur86, Li88a]. One-Head [Mon84, Vit85b]. one-output [Tie84]. One-Pebble [Nak81]. one-rule [Jan85]. one-tape [Die89]. One-To-One [LS86a, Kem89]. One-Way [LY86, Ryt84, UMS82, Hás87, CR87, IW81, Ryt81c, Sav88, Var89a, Wat88]. Ones [Sch83b]. only [NO88]. opaque [Akm87, Dub88]. open [Rao88]. Operating [MF84, Fre83b]. operation [Ida83, San89a]. Operations [Clo83, Ber87b, HM81, MB85]. Operator [Jęd88, HL87a, Wil81b]. operator-precedence [HL87a]. operators [EPS82, GP88]. opposition [OR89]. Optimal [Alb89, CC88a, Eas81, Eic83, FPT81, GH87, HR89, HK81a, Hig86, IJ89, IRV88, Kor81, Kut88, Lei82, Leu82, MOS1, PV80, RR89b, Sch89, SI81, VRL87, Ver88b, Ver89b, Vit85b, Weg85, Akl84, AGS89, AC89, BDS82, Car87b, Cha83a, Cro81, CLW83, Gil88, GJ82, KST82, Kir80, Kor82, LMT87, Lic86, Mak81, Ov81a, Ryt84, SS89, SN88, Sha89, Sle80, Tsi85, Vog89, WW85, WW87, Wi89, ten80]. Optimality [Mag83, AT81, BP85b, GS84b]. optimally [Col88]. Optimization [FH87, DI89b, NU88, SS81]. optimizations [Fra83]. optimizing [Fal89]. Optimum [CN88, Shi83, Wit88]. oracles [Bab87a, HII88]. Order [CR88, Er83c, Sza87, vR88, Bur89, FH87, GT86, GMZ89, Gil88, IMR80, Pet80b, Ram87, Sem81, Sho89b, WS80b]. Order-[Er83c, Pet80b, WS80b]. Ordered [CC88b, KR85, NI83, Shi83, CS85a, Gro91, Kem89, Mäh89]. ordering [BGL81, Fra83]. Orderings [JL82, Mar87]. orders [Fus83]. ordinals [Deh86b]. organization [KV81]. Organizations [PM84, CMT88]. organizing [CS89]. Orientation [Ata84, Vis85, Tsi85]. Oriented [Gütt83, dI89a, van89a]. orthogonal [EM81]. outer [Dev85]. outerplanar [EMM89].
output [Man82, Sys82, Tie84]. Overflow [Tam82]. Overlapping [Win81]. Overloading [WS80a].

P [AG88b, Kat89, TTv86]. paced [Man82]. Packing [KLV87, FV89a, FPT81, Fre80, Leu89, Lia80, Shi89, Sle80]. page [Wec88]. Paging [WFL83, HL87b]. pair [Dye80, HNS88, Mos82]. Pairs [Lau85, MT84, Ove81]. Papadimitriou [Sha89]. Papadimitriou-Silverberg [Sha89]. paper [Bin82, CM80b, Dun89]. paradox [Kel89]. Parallel [Ata84, BES82, Ber88a, BP85c, Chl89, Cza80a, Cza80b, Fri87, GP89, GIR88, GP87a, GLPG82, HS85, IS86, JM88, KN86, KC87, Kuc82, Kuc83, LS86a, LP89a, MRS84, Mor88d, NM82, RSR89, Sch83b, SB89, SV86, Tir83, Vis85, Wei83, Abo84, AG89, AC89, BES81, BP87, Blu83, Bop89, BM89b, BMRS88, CM89, Chl88, CY85, CL88b, Dai86, Dey86a, Dye80, EY86, GM88, GT89, Goo87, Hag88, HL85, HL89, Hul84, IMR80, Ito86, JK85, Kaw80, Lee89, LP89b, Mar86a, MG89, Mck85, NA81, Nao87, OR89, PR86, PGR87b, PGR87a, PK88, RGG89, RR89b, Rub87, Ry88, Ryt89, SS89, SV86, SR88b, Shi89, Srl87, Ts85, Val80, WT87, Zhe83]. Parallelism [AM87, BDP88]. parallelizable [Miy88]. parallelized [Hag89]. Parameter [CC88b]. Parametric [GI89, Sal89]. parent [LD88]. parenthesis [S89]. Parikh [YJ83].

EK89, Fou79, GZW85, MC88, MC89a, Ov80, WT87, WM89]. Poisson [Pob86]. Policies [Mag83, MT87a]. policy [HK81a]. polygon [AK9, Akm87, Ber86a, BM89a, DM89, Dub88, Hig82, PS81b]. Polygonal [EMK82, Roh86]. Polygons [Gütt83, AA87, Ata83, CW84, Har89, Li88b, LN88, Ola88a, Ola9, Roh88, RD87, Sch81b, Woo84].

dual [Ea87, Fou87, GZW85, MC88, MC89a, Ov80, WT87, WM89]. Poisson [Pob86]. Policies [Mag83, MT87a]. policy [HK81a]. polygon [AK9, Akm87, Ber86a, BM89a, DM89, Dub88, Hig82, PS81b]. Polygonal [EMK82, Roh86]. Polygons [Gütt83, AA87, Ata83, CW84, Har89, Li88b, LN88, Ola88a, Ola9, Roh88, RD87, Sch81b, Woo84].

dual [Ea87, Fou87, GZW85, MC88, MC89a, Ov80, WT87, WM89]. Poisson [Pob86]. Policies [Mag83, MT87a]. policy [HK81a]. polygon [AK9, Akm87, Ber86a, BM89a, DM89, Dub88, Hig82, PS81b]. Polygonal [EMK82, Roh86]. Polygons [Gütt83, AA87, Ata83, CW84, Har89, Li88b, LN88, Ola88a, Ola9, Roh88, RD87, Sch81b, Woo84].

dual [Ea87, Fou87, GZW85, MC88, MC89a, Ov80, WT87, WM89]. Poisson [Pob86]. Policies [Mag83, MT87a]. policy [HK81a]. polygon [AK9, Akm87, Ber86a, BM89a, DM89, Dub88, Hig82, PS81b]. Polygonal [EMK82, Roh86]. Polygons [Gütt83, AA87, Ata83, CW84, Har89, Li88b, LN88, Ola88a, Ola9, Roh88, RD87, Sch81b, Woo84].

dual [Ea87, Fou87, GZW85, MC88, MC89a, Ov80, WT87, WM89]. Poisson [Pob86]. Policies [Mag83, MT87a]. policy [HK81a]. polygon [AK9, Akm87, Ber86a, BM89a, DM89, Dub88, Hig82, PS81b]. Polygonal [EMK82, Roh86]. Polygons [Gütt83, AA87, Ata83, CW84, Har89, Li88b, LN88, Ola88a, Ola9, Roh88, RD87, Sch81b, Woo84].
[GPB82, Cia86, GPB83, LBM88]. Process [And80b, AJV86, AG88b, APT82, Avi80, Bal87, Bes84a, Bin82, Bv82, CIR88, CM80b, Day89a, Dun90, Flo91, Fou79, GPS83, Gro91, Hei81, Kri82, Kuc83, Llo80a, LMWW88, Mei81, MT87b, Mor81, Ov80, Pet91, PG87, Sak88, SY93, TTv86, Tar86, TV87, TM89, VT90, Ver89a, Ver89b, Wyr84, YWL85, vW80a, AR80b, BMRS88, FR89, PPK88, Sza88].

Processes [Bro83, Les83, Mag85, May83, RT85a, Cza89, Dai86, Gos89, Pep87, RTV89].

processing [BT87, GS84b, Hem80, MPY87, PK88].

processor [BWD84, Fle89, Jan89, Kri82, Lee89, LFQ81, McM85, SSA89, Sha88a, Ts88].

Processors [Ber84a, Jin84, LM81, Van85b, Wis85, BF87a, BF87b, Bod88a, CYC89, DF88, D88, Kub87, Lau89, Pep87, RTV89].

PROCOL [van89a]. produce [Gru84].

produced [Met83]. Product [MSR85].

productions [AN86]. Program [AK85, BH87, BW80, Cha81, WFL83, AS86a, Dud83, Fal89, Hem80, Kor87a, KL88, Sis89, TC83, Up82].

Programmed [CK84].

programmers [CLM89]. Programming [AS81, Cla86, GH81, LM85, LR84, Dai86, FB88, Heh89, LBM88, LT88b, Mc89, Ten87a].

Programs [Bro80b, Bro87, Con83, Hol86, IMR81, Las86, May83, Mil83, Tra84, Abi89, AG88a, ABC87, Bro86, Bur82b, Dwe88, Eic83, Fra89, Gin82, GS88b, Kwo80, Kfo85, Li84, MC80, Pas80, Ryt81a].

Projections [Fre81, Wei83, GG82, Li88b].

Prolog [CW86, Fal89, KM88, MTK89, Sto86].

Proof [DK84, Ori88, BA80, Cia86, Mis89, Ngua85, RM83, TV90, Ver87, WSA84, Yoc89].

proofs [BHZ87, Con83, Fra89, Up82].

propagation [LJ86]. Proper [Ber83].

Properties [Dub85, Tir83, Tra84, Liss81, Muk89, Nl89, Ni89, Rao88, Sze88, Tur84].

property [Cho81, EM84, HY82, Kfo85, LD80, MC89a, Mor88c, RM83, Rub87, Taz84, WSA84, Wyr83, Wyr84, de81].

Propositional [AB87b, HS88b, Anf88, Coo88, FI87, YD86].

Protection [AB81, Bis84, Bud85, San89a, San89b]. protocol [Lop89, van89a].


pseudoforest [GT88]. public [SS87].

pumping [Yu89]. Pure [Måk86b, BPS88, Stå89, HM81]. Purging [SM80]. purpose [AFK88, McK85].

Pushdown [IR81, Mon84, Ryt83b, Vit85b, Ryt81b, Ryt81c, Ryt82a, Ryt83a, Vits85a, Yeh85].

Putnam [GPB83, GPB82]. puzzle [SS84a].

puzzles [VD87]. Pyramid [GT83, Stto82].

quadratic [IT89, PS80, PS81a, Sni81].

quadratically [BU89, dV89]. Quadtrees [SM86, Wis85].

Quantification [CK86a, Ten87b]. quantified [APT79, APT82]. quantities [Pan81a].

quantization [Wu89]. quaternary [OIM84].

Queen [FS86, Rei87a]. queens [Roh83].

Queries [Wil83a, Dl89b, Fie87, FMNT87, GS48b, LW82, Taz84]. Query [HV87, Lei86, CM80a, EW86, Sik81]. Queue [Cio83, Van85a, Vit85b, HM81, MT87a, MT84, Sm89, Vit85a]. Queuing [Les83].

Queues [Car87a, Bur82a]. Quickly [Wal84, CH89]. quicksort [MG89, Röh82].

quiescence [Mat89c]. quindiiagonal [BES82]. quotients [BSZ89].

R [AG88b, TTV86]. Rabin [CL80, Mos82, SS84b]. radius [Cha83b].

RAM [Man82]. Rana [AG88b, TTV86].

Random [Bab87a, Sat86, BK88, CH88c, Ev89, Fri87, Fri88, GZW85, Mye83, RGG89, Ram89a, Sha82a, Tsi89, Zip89].

random-access [Mye83]. randomised
Sequence [LL85, Fus83, Pan81, Wog89].
Sequences [Her83, Kal85, RSR80, Har89, KPS88].
Sequential [Lei82, Mag85, Man86, Rei85, Sch83b, Wei83, Bro86, Gor80]. serial [GS84b]. serializability [Kel87]. Series [CK86b, BLS88].
Set [Car84, Cza80a, Gut85, Har89, KPS88]. sequential [Lei82, Mag85, Man86, Rei85, Sch83b, Wei83, Bro86, Gor80]. serial [GS84b]. serializability [Kel87].
Series [CK86b, BLS88].
Set-Theoretic [Cza80a, Kel86].
Set [Car84, Cza80a, Gut85, Har89, KPS88].
Serial [GS84b].
Sets [Avi84, Kat84, NI83, Tak88, Win81, AS86b, BYV82, BL89b, Ber84b, BT89, CLW83, Har83, JYP88, JM88, Llo89, Man84, McC88, Per83, Whi81, dPV88].
Several [Oya84]. Shaker [WS88].
Shaker-sort [WS88]. Shape [Ric83, Ber86a, SS81]. Shared [Vit81, IWS81].
Shared-Memory [Vit81]. Sharing [AB81, BV82, DS81, DMS81, San89b].
Shell-sort [IS87]. Shifting [HM88]. shop [Jan89].
Short [Coo88, BHZ87, SN88, Nja85]. short-circuit [SN88]. Shortest [AAI87, Der85, Mor81, Pro89, Roh86, Rom80, Rom88, Fei89, Lin89, MT84, Pap85, Roh88, Sha88b, Tar82c, Tar86, Wat81, Yap83].
Shortest-path [Mor81, Rom80, Pap85]. Should [Hof83, Wal84]. Shuffle [Je88, Bir85, Jęd83, Jęd87, LS86b, SR81]. shuffle-exchange [Bir85, LS86b, SR81].
side [Lam88], sided [Ber86a, FMNT87]. Signals [Nja85]. Signature [SS84b, Lei80].
SIL [And80a]. Silverberg [Sha89]. similarity [BM89a, CW82, Oza83, ZG89].
similarly [GL80]. Simon [KL87]. Simple [BL89b, Fro81, GL89, HF86, Llo83, Alb89, AA187, BM82, CM80a, CL88b, Far82, Fro80, GS84b, Heh81, IIA86, Kla87, Leu84, MC80, MU84, Mel87, Mis89, Ola89, PS81b, SN87].
Simplified [GPB82, BA80, GPB83, Min88, Rei87a]. simplifier [Sch88]. simplifying [Sni87]. simulate [Vit85a]. simulated [FS88a].
Simulating [TW89]. Simulation [Tir83, UMS82, Vit85b, LI89, LPP88, Par87, Ryt81a, Ryt83a, Tsi89]. simultaneity [GY87]. simultaneous [Con81]. Single [Cha81, CC88b, Ahi89, NO88, Wag86, Wri87]. single-reset [Wag86]. sink [KST82].
sink-finding [KST82]. sinking [Mos82].
Situ [DV82, FVG87, Han86, MU84]. Size [Hik83, WB86, Car83, EMS84, Eas81, FL84, GG82, Got87a, Hu87, SSW87, SE87, Ukk85, Weg83, Van87b]. sized [NU88]. Sizes [Bou84, BS86b, Leu89, Ska89, Wil80a]. SIRPs [GS84b]. skewed [CSO89].
Skolemizing [McC88]. slicing [KL88]. Small [Ber84a, BDS82, CS82, CIR88, Kuc89, Mor87a, Rob89b, Tom81]. smart [Ram89b]. Smith [W188]. Smoothsort [Her83]. snapshots [Hua89, LY87].
Software [Lop89, DT80, Kra84, Yoo85]. Software-controlled [Lop89]. Sokolowski [Nij82a]. Solution [KP84, AJV86, Bae82, CP82, DT80, EY87, FP87, Kel89, Mei85, Mor79, PS80, PS81a, Ran83, Rei87a, Srl87, Urb80, VD87].
Solvability [Maz88]. solvable [GS88a, GS89]. solve [AC88]. Solver [CL86c]. Solvers [CRL85]. solves [FR89, HNS88]. Solving [Bru81, EM85, FY80, GS81, Hu87, KO88, Lic86, MO87a, Pan88]. Some [BY87, BS86a, BM81, Bis84, CIR88, CIR88, Cla86, Cou84, Dub85, Gil88, IMR81, IJR88, Ida83, IT88, JRT85, Ko82, Muk89, Ni80, Nak81, Ov81b, Oya84, Sze89a, Sze89b, Tag86, Tar82a, Tra84, Vol85, Wan80, AMA88, Arb88, CW82, EO82, Leu82, MC89b, Pan81a, SR88a, SV82, Szp88]. son [Oli80]. son-trees [Oli80]. Sort [Dob80, HS85, NP85, Chi88, Chi89, CK89, Dob82, Han86, HL87b, Pan86b, WS88].
sort-based [CK89]. Sorted [MA85, Goo87]. sorters [AFK88, PP89]. Sorting [AFK88, Dv82, GJ82, HR89, MA80, MG80, Müll87, Weg82b, van80a, AK81, BP85b, Bop89, Erk80, LP89b, PP89, Ric86, Wri87]. sources [Sha82a]. Space [Far83, MS86, Ryt86a, Ryt86b, SS87, Wil83a, Van89b, BP83, BDS82, Bur82b, CS82, CDL87, CIR87, CIR88, Che86, EW86, EK89, Gol89, Gol80, GJ82, Hag88, Kaw80, KS87a, LT80, Nos85, Par87, Roh88, Sze87, Sze88, Sze89a, Sze89b, Tom81, WW87, ten80]. space-optimal [WW87]. spaces [Kob87, MC88, MC89a]. Spanning [LR86, NM82, Sto81, Tsi88, CFHP89, GT88, Gus83, JM88, Kut88, LP82, MP88, PR86, Tar82c, Tar86]. Sparse [JM86, Sch82b, Sha82b, AS86b, BT89, Coh83, Har83, HH88]. special [AFK88, Jan85, McK85]. special-purpose [AFK88]. specifiable [Tag86]. specification [Sis89]. Specifications [Bro87, BM82, Joo88]. Specified [EZ82]. specifying [Hol84]. speed [Die89]. speedup [CLM89]. Split [LL85, Ber84b, Wog89]. Splitmerge [Car86]. sporadic [CC89]. squad [Cul89]. Square [Car84, CD86, SV86, Vit85b, Car83, Gre89, Mai85]. Square-Free [Car84, CD86, Car83, Mai85]. squares [Bac82, BMS80, Ina82]. SSS [McG83]. Stabbing [Güt83, ARW89]. Stability [Kob83, Ber82, Day80b, MT87a]. stabilization [CGR87, Kes88]. Stable [All83, DDS81, KK85, SS87, Bu77, Bu79, Car86, Day80a, GHS, Hul84, PG87]. Stables [CS83b]. Stack [WFL83, App87, Mye83, Ryt81a]. star [GMZ92, Lat83]. starry [LT88a]. starvation [AJV86, Mor79, Udd86]. starvation-free [AJV86, Mor79]. State [YG83, AK86, FG89, SR88a, Sus88]. state-dependent [SR88a]. Statement [Wil83c]. statements [Li84]. states [Cha88]. static [Kor87a]. stationary [FS88a]. Statistical [Lei86, Row84, Sch84, Che82, Fal89]. statistics [CR88, GMZ89]. Steady [Man82]. Steady-paced-output [Man82]. Steiner [BP89, CH86, Flo91, Mch88, WJ88]. Step [WB86]. Step-Size [WB86]. steps [CLW80a]. stiff [But77, But79, Day80a]. Stopping [Bab87b]. Storage [AR80a, DD81, Eva86, FP83, Rob80, Shu87, FL84, GS86, LS82a, Leu84, NM87, Shu85, TV81, Tru80, TST83, ten80, Van89b]. storage-size [FL84]. Store [Vit85]. stores [Vit85a]. Storing [Bit85]. Straight [IMR81, Sto82, Doh82, Pan86b]. Straight-Line [IMR81]. strategies [RTV89]. strategy [Apo86, Aup88, BS89]. Streams [AB81, TJP87]. Strict [de 87, Kel87]. Strictness [Mis88]. strikes [Wal83]. String [AD86, LY86, Mey85, MNS84, BD80, Bar84, CC86, CR87, CC87, GL89, MO87a, SV87]. String-Matching [LY86, CR87]. string-rewriting [MO87a]. Strings [Par84, Apo86, CD89, Rob89b, Sem81]. Strong [Ada84, GM82, SY84a, Vis85, EM84, Sze89a, Tar82b, Tar83a, Tsi85, Boo81b, MF81]. structural [TJP87, UY88]. Structure [And80a, Gun82, Mil83, Wil83b, CC89, Ev89, Fie87, FMNT87, LW82, Sch83a]. Structured [Pae80, DL88]. Structures [AT87, AMM84, Cza88, Cza89, Ev89, HS88b, KV81, LO89, MPY87, OS88, SO87, Sak88, Sun89, Szp88]. Study [CSO89, WK88, Wee88]. stuttering [ADS86, Mir87]. Sub [OSW81]. Sub-regular [OSW81]. Subclass [Oya84]. Subclasses [Kri86a, IJR88, Sli82]. subforests [Sla82]. subgraph [Miy88, Shi81, YG87]. subgraphs [Di87b, Kan83]. subkeys [BD80]. sublogarithmic [Sze89b]. Subsequence [AD86, Apo86, Apo87, Mir87, RT85b]. Subsequences [Kal85]. Subset
Throughput [DEGS84]. Thue [dV88, Jan85, NO88]. Tight [DSVT85, SV87, GST89, O’D88, SE87].

Time [Ber84a, Clo83, DEGS84, Er83c, FS84, Fre83a, Fre84, GPB82, Gun82, IMM81, Jos85, LM85, Mor85, PV80, Roh88, Ryt81c, Ryt82b, Ryt83b, SS87, SN88, SV84, UMS82, Vit85b, Wel85, WW87, ZM87, AK89, AS86b, APT79, APT82, Ata83, Bab87a, BF87a, BP87, BF87b, BCW80, BT89, CS82, CYC89, CC89, Cla86, CL86b, D888, Dev85, Dus83, EW86, EMM89, EL81, Far83, FL87, FL82, Gab81, GT88, GIR88, GPB83, GJ82, GL80, Heh89, Her89, HK88, HM81, KNT87, Kaw80, Kie86, LMT87, LO89, LM80a, LL88, Lot84, MU84, Min88, Mur83, Ola89, Pdp87, Sab80, Sab81, Sch89, Sha82a, Sho89a, Sli82, SY93, Vit85a, Vr’t87, WT87, Wil84, Zip89].

Time- [WW87]. Time-optimal [SN88, LMT87]. time-space [CS82]. timeout [Ber87a].

Times [Fre83a, Bab87b, DL88, Sle80, SY93, Vit80]. timestamps [HM88]. Toeplitz [BP85c].

tolerance [OA88]. Tolerant [IM88, BJ80, DF88, Kut88, Var89b]. Tompa [KL87]. too [Jar81]. tool [Kri86b, Ray89b, Sli82]. Top [FV89b].

Top-down [FV89b]. topological [Rei87b, Sho89b]. Total [Ber86c, Kei86, RR88a, RSR80]. totalistic [CK88b]. tour [BI88]. Towers [Atk81, BL80a, SS84a, Wal82, Wal83].

Trade [Pan86a]. Trade-Off [Pan86a]. tradeoff [Lot84]. tradeoffs [CS82, CL86b].

trails [Ebe88]. transaction [Kre87, Wol87]. Transactions [FR84]. Transducers [IR81, FV89b, Yeh85]. transductions [Hea89, LT88a]. transfer [BM82, Ber87a, Del83]. Transfers [ZBS83].


Tree [DS88, Hik83, Kri86a, LR86, NM82, Pit87, Sab81, Soa84, Sii81, Tar83b, TS81, YJ83, Bre80, CS83a, CYL88, CFH89, CA86, CW82, DLF87, DL88, Eme87, FV89b, IJ89, MP88, OIM84, PK88, Ram87, San88, San89b, SM92, Sla82, Szp86, Wl88, Wil81a, VV87].

Tree-Like [Kri86a]. tree-structured [DL88]. tree-to-tree [Wil81a]. tree-type [Szp86]. Trees [CH86, EZ82, Eva86, Far80, Kor81, KK83, Lea88, MS86, Reg81, Ric83, Sei88, Shi83, Sto81, Tsi88, vR88, BY87, BI88, Che86, CR89, Eas81, FZ82, GIR88, Gor86, Gre89, Gro89, GP87b, GS86, GH87, Gus83, HL88, HL89, HY82, IRV88, Jan81, JM88, Kem87, Kem89, Kor82, Lei88, LT80, Lei84, LP89c, MS81, Mâk88b, Mâk89, Mos82, Oli80, Pal87, PR86, PW87, Sav80, Sch89, Sch86a, Tam83, Tar82c, Tar86, Zak82]. triangle [De 82].

Triangular [BP85c, KLV87]. triangulating [WT87]. Triangulation [Dil87a, Gol89, Lev87]. triangulations [Dil87b, Kir80, Lin86]. Tridiagonal [CL86c, EY87]. Tries [Ore82].

Trigonometric [Sch88]. Trinity [Hou87]. true [Pet91, VT90]. truth [APT79, APT82, CL88b]. Tsao [Bin82].

TSP [BH89]. Tuning [LR80]. Tuples [KR85]. Turing [CIR87, CIR88, CC84, Deh86b, Die89, ITT82, Kir88, Par87, Pas80].

Turner [Bur82b, No85]. Two [ABC87, BT82, Car84, CYL88, GT83, Gir86, Ham86, Ho83, JV86, LM85, LY86, Lis81, Mic81, Mi8y84, Mon84, Ryt83b, SV84, Tha85, AC88].
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Lot84, PW87, PV80, Sch86a, Tho85, Vr’t87. Voronoi [Lin89, OIM84, Kan83]. Voronoi-diagram [OIM84]. Voronoidiagram [Aur86]. Vs [HP85, RG89a].

wait [FR89]. wait-free [FR89]. Waite [Der80, Ham86]. walks [Pro89]. Walsh [DSVT85]. Walsh-Hadamard [DSVT85]. watchman [CN88]. watchmen [Nta87].

watchtower [Sha88b]. Way [LY86, Miy84, Mon84, Ryt84, SV84, UMS82, AGvG89, CR87, Häs87, IW81, IT80, Mic81, Ryt81b, Ryt81c, Ryt82a, Ryt83a, Sav88, Var89a, Wat88]. Weak [Miy84, Yam81, EL81, FP87, Jar81, Sze89a, Udd86]. Weak-Counters [Miy84]. Weakest [Orl81, HH81, Mor87b]. Weakly [Car84].

Wegman [Sar80]. Weight [IMM81, BP83, Dil87b, SH89]. Weighted [AB87a, Shi83, Aur86, BF87a, BF87b, DF84, EMM89, HS89]. Well [Mor89].


whose [dV89]. Width [Yas81, Par87]. Wiltink [Bal87]. window [MKK89]. wire [BC87]. without [ADS86, BK84, CK84, Eis89, IT88, Lat83, SO87, Sak88, Wil83b]. Wood [Zák84]. Word [BS86a, BO85, Gra87, BB87, Boo81b, BL87, Cro81, dV88, MO87a, Rot89, Won89].

Words [BP85a, Car84, AFG87, CD86, CLW83, Gir86, de 81, dV88]. world [Lau87]. Worst [JM86, KK85, Ov81a, PG87, Sun89, WI88, Wil83a, Apo86, KS87b, Röb82].

Worst-Case [JM86, KK85, Wil83a, Ov81a, PG87, Sun89, WI88, Apo86, KS87b]. writer [Vid89]. writers [Kes80]. Writing [Bac82].

Yes [Hof83]. yields [Ber86b].
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